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© Advisius

Frédéric LETTANY joins ADVISIUS

The tax law firm ADVISIUS (Brussels) continues to expand, with the arrival Frédéric LETTANY.
For more than 25 years Frédéric has developed his tax practice (procedure and advice) within
leading firms (Loyens & Loeff, Monard Law).
He primarily works in the area of fiscal procedure for companies, individuals and public authorities.
In addition, he has extensive expertise in Financial and Economic Criminal Law and advises
corporations and private individuals.
Frédéric is quoted in various Legal directories (Legal 500, Leaders League) both in the field of tax
practice and that of white-collar crime.
Frédéric Lettany holds a Law degree (UCLouvain), a Fiscal Law degree (Catholic University of
Leuven) and a Common Law diploma from the University of Moncton, Canada. Frédéric has been
admitted to the Brussels Bar in 1994.
Commenting on the arrival, Laurent Donnay de Casteau, founding partner of the firm, who has
worked with him in the past, said:
" We are very pleased that Frederic decided to join our team of tax experts. Our recently formed law
firm gains additional abilities in tax procedure with him. There is a clear increase of tax litigation due
to the cash hunt by the tax authorities making unfortunately any other outcome almost impossible.
With his sharp experience, Frédéric will excel in the assistance granted to clients. Together with the
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arrival of Jean Meeùs, and more recently with junior associate Adrien Dahms, our firm demonstrates
its ambitions for the future.”

About Advisius :
We advocate and provide advices with real added value and a clear vision in the legal framework (‘ius’).
With a team of highly qualified lawyers, our law firm Advisius helps you resolving all matters of Belgian and
international taxation issues, from corporate transactions and restructuring, group structuring (funding,
transfer pricing, etc.), investment funds, property tax, audits, disputes and VAT right through to employee
remuneration schemes, and private clients.
We advise a diverse mix of family-owned businesses, listed companies, investment funds, and high net
worth individuals across a range of industry sectors, including digital business, retail, financial services, life
sciences, real estate and infrastructure, energy and renewables.
We act tax and think global: depending on the needs of the matters, we intervene together with other
experts (like your firm and other experts required to achieve the mission with excellence), for the involved
jurisdictions. We have first-tier contacts in many jurisdictions around the world, making a transnational
collective work. Our delivery can be integrated in a global format (in the same way as a one-stop firm). We
consider the global (economical and legal) context in delivering our recommendations. We often coordinate
the collective work.
We put our attention to deliver straight answers that are understandable at first reading, minimizing the
reader’s valuable time.

Contact :
office@advisius.law
larent.donnaydecasteau@advisius.law, +32 477 825 779
Advisius – Act tax & think global
Tervurenlaan 273 av. de Tervuren
1150 Brussels
Belgium

